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Actions ranked by CO2e “saved” – ten best

Rank Action Gt CO2e

‘‘saved’’
annually

1 Refrigerant Management 3.0
2 Wind Turbines (Onshore) 2.9
3 Reduced Food Waste 2.4
4 Plant-Rich Diet 2.1
5 Tropical Forests 2.0
6 Educating Girls 1.7
7 Family Planning 1.7
8 Solar Farms 1.2
9 Silvopasture 1.1
10 Rooftop Solar 0.8



Drawdown general findings

. Need multiple interventions to reduce CO2e enough

. Some proposed interventions are substitutes (cannot all

be implemented)

. Some (?) interventions might save money (energy saving)

. Many interventions depend on future path of energy prices

. Costs per intervention rise steeply if reductions in CO2e

emissions of +20% needed

. Uncertain costs of implementation

. There is rapid technological change



Evaluating Drawdown solutions

Criteria for evaluating solutions:

1. Technological feasibility: can it be implemented now?

2. Scale: can it be done by a whole region, nation or planet?

3. Abatement: how much CO2e will it offset?

4. Cost: how much will it cost for this amount of offset?

5. Externalities: Are there other effects on the environment,

positive or negative?

6. Dominated/substitutable: Are there better alternative

solutions that mean this solution cannot be implemented?



Global Coordination



Hard to get any action at all

1. Intergenerational transfers

. Can future generations persuade us to do the right

thing?

. Why should we make transfers to future generations who

might be so much richer than we are?

2. What should we do, if anything?

. So much uncertainty

. What will be most effective?



Need nations to cooperate

Free-riding: if one country abates a lot, other countries need

to abate less; so no country will commit to abatement

Free-riding is harder to solve when many nations involved

Need maximum participation:

. More countries that participate, lower the total damages

. Abatement cost function is upward-sloping in abatement



What determines cooperation?

Self-interested factors per country from reduced CO2E :

C Cost of abatement

BA Benefits of abatement

BO Other co-benefits of abatement

Each country should abate when:

BA + BO > C

MBA + MBO = MAC

Efficiency is where MACs are equal across countries



How to get cooperation?

For efficiency, each country should abate such that:

MACUS = MACChina = MAC India

To do this, some countries must receive extra benefit of

abatement subsidy

For example, U.S. should subsidize India to abate

Can marginal benefits be estimated per country?



Alternative approach to cooperation

Global permit trading system:

. Global agency sets global cap on emissions (e.g.

CO2E=30Gt pa)

. 1 permit equals 1 ton

. Who gets allocated the permits?

Possible allocation rules:

. Current emissions?

. Inverse of prior total emissions?

. Per nation?

. Per population of nation?

. Per current income?

Agreement needs enforcement and common commitment



International Negotiations



Standards

Standard: what goal are we aiming for?

1. Ambient standard – temperature change? planet quality?

2. Performance standard – amount of abatement to do?

amount of emissions?

3. Technology standard – what techniques to use?

Each standard has advantages:

1 is ultimate; 2 is practical; 3 is clearest



Rio Convention 1992

Call for nations to:

. Implement national strategies to limit GHG emissions

. Reduce emissions to 1990 levels by 2000

/

. Avoided uniform emissions targets

. Encouraged countries to recognize climate change in their

economic, social, and environmental policies

. Provided help to developing nations in obtaining data and

in limiting emissions



Kyoto Protocol 2001

. 178 nations reached agreement

. Required 38 industrialized countries to cut GHG emissions

to 5.2% below 1990 levels by 2012

. Developing countries did not need to reduce emissions

initially

. Annex I countries do something, then Annex II countries

follow with something

/

. National contributions could not be compared

. U.S. did not ratify the agreement

. Most countries did not meet targets



Copenhagen 2009

Ambient standard:

. Long-term goal of limiting the maximum global average

temperature increase to no more than 2°C above

pre-industrial levels



Paris 2015

Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs)

All nations treated equally: set own INDCs

US INDC: Reduce net GHG emissions by 28% below 2005

levels in 2025

INDCs are weak:

I = intended (not done)

ND = nationally determined (choose your own)

C = contribution (not commitment)

“Pledge and review”: set low targets, do not meet them



U.S. Policy 1/2

President Bush:

. Blocked climate change policies

. Refused to ratify Kyoto Protocol: ”will damage US

economy”

. Argued Social Cost of Carbon was zero

President Obama:

. Tried but failed to introduce trading permit system

. EPA announced endangerment and “cause or contribute”

findings, allowing regulation through Clean Air Act (new

rules on car and power plant emissions)



U.S. Policy 2/2

Trump 2016:

. Climate change is a hoax

. Rejected Paris Agreement: (”Will undermine the US

economy”; ”Put the US at economic disadvantage”)

. Only country not to ratify Paris Agreement

. Exit on November 4 2020

State-level initiatives:

. Chicago Climate Exchange (now dead)

. Washington state ballot to introduce carbon fee in 2018

defeated by oil company lobbying

. Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative [www.rggi.org]



Regional Greenhouse Gas

Initiative



What is RGGI?

An emissions trading system (ETS): goal is to reduce GHGs by

power companies within these states



Rules of RGGI

. Cannot emit a ton of GHG without a 1-ton allowance

. Quarterly auction of allowances

. Firms bid for the allowances they need (to emit GHG)

. Firms can bank and trade allowances

. Declining number of allowances each year (82m in 2018,

80m in 2019...)



Evaluating RGGI

In 2005, these states emitted ≈ 160m tons of GHGs

In 2019, emissions will be 80m tons of GHGs

Emissions mostly replaced by natural gas energy and

non-hydro renewables

Bid price ≈ $5 per ton

Annual revenue ≈ $5 × 80m ≈ $400m

Revenue used for green energy investments



Global Policies



Many carbon taxes



Many Emissions Trading Systems



Percent of global Gt CO2e covered

6%China ETS

4%EU ETS

2%Japan tax

1%Korea ETS

1%Japan tax

1%Australia ERF

1%California CaT

1%Guangdong ETS

1%South Africa tax

1%Mexico tax

5%Other 46, incl. RGGI



Enough coverage?

In total, taxes and limits cover:

. 21% of world CO2e emissions

. 11 Gt CO2e

Coverage is not reduction - can still pay tax or buy allowance



Any Questions?
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